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The Peekskill Meteorite’s Silver Anniversary: 1992 to 2017
Martin Horejsi

Its hard to believe that the Peekskill Meteorite is already a quarter-century old.

To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the fall of the Peekskill Meteorites, I am sharing some pictures of my
slice along with a few words about the features that makes Peekskill such a wonderful specimen beyond the
rather impressive artifacts of its fall.

 

Peekskill is one of those meteorites whose fame guarantees that it will be represented
in any serious collection. Peekskill has it’s own displays in many museums, especially
New York’s American Museum of Natural History. The AMNH houses one of the
greatest meteorite collections in the world including the largest meteorite in captivity.
And the AMNH is only an hour’s drive south of where Peekskill had its little fender
bender with a 12 year old Chevy Malibu.
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Peekskill is a Monomict Breccia H6 Chondrite. As a monmict, the broken pieces are
part of the same matrix. Like a river of broken ice chunks, the pieces of this cosmic
puzzle are all there, just not in they right order.

Notice the rich metal flake of this H chondrite. Shiny iron is everywhere, but scattered throughout the slice
like a dusting of metal snowflakes across a rocky landscape.

 

Peekskill is known for it’s especially thick crust that developed over the long flight it
had through earth’s atmosphere. A flight that was heavily photographed at the time. In
fact it was not until the Chelyabinsk, Russia fall of 2013 that better video was
captured of a meteorite captured by the earth.
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A further treat of the crust is the rich dark color and the bubbly surface. Sometimes it
takes a magnifying glass to truly appreciate fusion crust.
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The 23 gram slice in my collection was about third or fourth representative as I
upgraded through the years. Some meteorites are worth constant attention, and
when a better piece is available, one must strike while the iron (and the stone)
is hot, so to speak.
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From Weston to Creston: A compendium of Witnessed US Meteorite
Falls 1807-2016. 

And almost as if to celebrate the Silver Anniversary of the American meteorite named Peekskill, Frank
Cressy has published a new book about Witnessed Meteorite Falls in the United States. The book From
Weston to Creston contains 257 pages and covers 169 meteorites of which 152 are documented
witnessed falls, and 17 are probable or possible meteorite falls.  Thanks Frank!
(Click to email Frank for ordering details)

Until next time….

mailto:fcressy@prodigy.net
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Meteor Crater Bomblets
James Tobin

Harvey Harlow Nininger did about the best examination of the impact materials found at Meteor Crater in
Arizona as anyone ever has. Some of the things that he reported on in depth had been seen and described
poorly by others over several decades. The tiny bits of iron in the ground had been collected with magnets
from the first investigation by Gilbert in 1891. But it was Nininger that proved finally that most of the mass of
the asteroid was vaporized and that thousands of tons of little metallic droplets were still present in the soil.
Nininger created methods for separating the small bits of iron shale and meteorite fragments from the iron
droplets that he named spheroids.

http://www.meteorite-times.com
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Iron Spheroids are tiny metallic particles that have the appearance of being melted. As tiny as they are
Nininger actually divided them into large and small sized groups. These pictured here are ones that he would
have called small. They are approximately .88 milligrams each in weight.

Nininger also recovered masses of terrestrial rock fragments held together with fused material. It might
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seem OK to use the words glass or glassy for this material but mucht of this melted material would be better
described as slag. It formed from rock material derived from the Moencopi and Kaibab layers. The Kaibab is
limestone and dolomite with some silica. And unlike the fine quality glass found at other craters where the
target material is pure silica, the limestone with just a little silica produced a poorer fused slag product. The
Coconino Sandstone which could have produced beautiful true glass was likely full of water which became
super heated steam. This prevented the pulverized particles of quartz sandstone from fusing. Impactites
named such by H. B. Stenzel are found at many craters. Generally they are masses of small broken bits of
the target rocks held together by melted target material. Sometimes the melt is shiny high quality glass other
times as at Meteor Crater it is less fused dull lusterless material that holds the small clasts of target rock
together. The impactites from Meteor Crater are often similar in appearance to bubbly volcanic rock.
However the presence of particles of nickel iron proves without doubt that they are asteroid impact in
origin. The ones at Meteor Crater are the size of small pebbles. They were not completely missed by all the
investigators exploring Meteor Crater before Nininger. G. P. Merrill makes mention of a “silico-ferruginous
slag” that gave a strong reaction for nickel. This would be different from the small amounts of lechatelierite
Barringer hit with his drills on the crater floor and found pieces of on the crater rim. Barringer’s finds did not
have any nickel and were well fused glass. This would indicate that Merrill had found the slaggy impactite
which was later really brought to the attention of the world by Nininger.

This is a group of impactites found at Meteor Crater. Externally they have a resemblance to small volcanic
bombs. But closer examination shows they are different.
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It would break my heart to cut any of my Meteor Crater impactites so I cut several Monturaqui crater
impactites years ago. They are very similar to the ones found at Meteor Crater. They have the same kind of
irregular iron bits inside them.
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Nininger collected impactites from several areas around the perimeter of the crater and from its slopes.
These poorly fused masses are often breccias of the several rock types pierced by the asteroid during the
crater’s formation. They were found almost without exception to have some bits of nickel iron. Even the
ones that seemed to have none did have a little metal if finely examined. This makes the impactite masses
responsive to a magnet. It was I think a surprise for Nininger when he later discovered the very small
melted objects which he named bomblets. The bomblets were his original discovery. They had never been
described by earlier investigators. He found that there was a horizon of them buried under the surface in the
soil of the crater slopes. He believed they were slag created by the upper layers of target rocks. He felt
they had splashed to where they landed while the debris of the lower Coconino rock layer was still falling.
The impactites were covered by this later ejecta and missed being discovered until they were dug up. He
found the bomblets in large numbers. Like the various magnetic particles in the soil the separation of the
bomblets from other material proved a challenge. But he overcame the difficulties and was able to
concentrate the bomblets.
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Like their larger cousins the impactites they are fused slag material. Essentially small droplets of melted
rock. Where the larger impactites are generally responsive to a magnet with nearly all containing at least
one bit of meteorite iron. The bomblets on the other hand seem to be much less responsive. Only around
40-50% are attracted by a magnet. The comparison of microtektites to the bomblets found at Meteor Crater
is to this author not unreasonable. They both form in cosmic impact events and are both made of fused
material derived from the target rocks. Though the distribution of the bomblets is restricted to an area very
near Meteor Crater and the distribution of some of the microtektites is world wide. Still the two objects have
some characteristics in common.

Both microtektites and Meteor Crater bomblets are tiny impact products. The bomblets have a wide size
range within any group of collected specimens. The range I sampled is about .027 inches or .685 mm for
the smallest to about .080 inches or 2.032 mm for the largest dimension of the bigger ones. As for weight
that is of course all over a range too. But I took a sample of 100 and without sorting them weighed them on
one of my most sensitive scales and the result was an average of 1.72 milligrams per bomblet.

The bomblets have both aerodynamic shapes like those of splashform tektites as well as fragmented shard-
like shapes as if they were broken from larger pieces. Yet there is something about the overall look of the
shard-like ones that tells the eye that it is complete within itself even though its shape is in no way smooth
or contoured. They are bubbly vesicular objects with a coating of solid “glass”. Internally some are
microscopic breccias with clasts of more than one color of rock. Others are just froathy droplets with a
smooth surface. Egg shapes and round ended rod shapes are fairly common. Teardrops and flatter patty
shapes are not uncommon. Specimens that are thready blobs and twisted rope-like pieces are seen in
every batch examined under the microscope. These have a very similar appearance to certain Irghizites
though very much smaller. Scarcer but still not rare are bomblets with a pimply surface of tinnier adhering
dots of glass. Unlike Irghizites, Wabar Pearls, or even Henbury Glass where this pimpling is commonly seen
on pure black glass, the bomblets are white, tan, brown and gray but never black. And they are not as shiny
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as the black impact glass products. They have a dull grainy surface for the most part. But even the ones
that are smooth are dull. In this they resemble the much devitrified microtektites from deposits in Haiti.

Some of the bomblets have adhering iron spheroids. These are easy to see microscopically as dark brown
spheres attached to the lighter colored bomblet. These are also easy to pick up with a magnetic needle.
Most of the others will not be affected by the magnetic needle very much at all. As mentioned earlier
bomblets were originally found by Nininger in a buried horizon in the southeastern part of Meteor Crater’s
slope. He later found them in other locations and out to a distance from the crater. Nininger does not
mention if iron spheroids were found in the same horizon as a separate material. And the bomblets are not
mentioned as being a significant material in the soil sample he collected for the iron spheroids. Though he
does mention in passing that the bomblets would not have been collected by his magnetic separation of the
iron products. This made him think they could have been missed in those samples. However finding iron
spheroids attached to bomblets would seem to indicate that they were forming or settling out of the impact
cloud at the same period of time. This is in contrast to the metal in the larger impactites which matches the
metallurgy of the meteorites. The composition of the spheroids is highly variable and often has much larger
quantities of nickel and cobalt than the meteorites. It was thought by Nininger that this meant the metal bits
which were usually irregular in shape in the impactites was the result of material stripped directly from the
asteroid and immediately fused into the crushed rock of the impactites. The bomblets with round melted
spheroids might indicate a later time of formation and that they formed after the major portion of the
asteroid had been vaporized and condensed again.

The concentration of the bomblets in the soil drops off strongly after at a distance of just a half mile from the
crater. Erosion has removed them from some areas and in other areas they are found still in great numbers.

From this point on I will share images of bomblets. These are not all the possible shapes I am sure. But it is
hoped these will give the reader an introduction into these tiny impact products that were overlooked for so
long. What else is Meteor Crater hiding for future investigators to find? It has been amazingly stubborn
sometimes about yielding up its secrets.
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The Story of the Old Woman Meteorite – Another victim of the Post-Truth Era
Robert Verish

The Story of the Old Woman Meteorite
– Another victim of the Post-Truth Era –

 

It all started innocently enough. It was the early hours of January 5th of this year when I got an email
notification from Paul Schwartz that his latest installment of Meteorite Picture of the Day (MPOD) was now
up on his website. At the time, I was working on a rough draft of my next “Bob’s Bulletin” article (about
another long list of Unclassified USA chondrites), but I was also looking for an excuse to procrastinate. So,
I opened the link to MPOD.

In hindsight, that was probably my first mistake.

I knew from Paul’s email to expect a photo of the Old Woman Meteorite (OWM) taken by Paul Gessler.
What I didn’t expect to see was Paul Gessler in the photo sitting on top of the good ol’ OWM! He was
straddling the 2-ton iron in the same manner as the Slim Pickens’s character in “Dr. Strangelove”! (I knew
this wasn’t a coincidence, because the photo was in black&white, as was the Kubrick movie.) I had to
chuckle at Paul Gessler’s sense of humor, and I had to appreciate his homage to Slim, because “Dr.
Strangelove” is one of my all-time favorite movies. This movie has long been considered “timeless”. And if
you consider the movie’s full title, “Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the
Bomb”, and the movie’s premise: “about what can happen when the wrong man gets access to the launch
codes”, it may become regarded as prophetic, as well.

Note: It is a little known fact that Kubrick filmed a version for the finale that included a massive pie-throwing
scene, but he decided to cut it due to current events at that time (1963). I think it is now time for that pie-
throwing finale to be resurrected and to be included in the film.

As is the case with most posts to the MPOD, there was a description with additional information. In this
case it was three paragraphs that had the heading “From Wikipedia”. The first two paragraphs were very
informative, including a detailed description of the meteorite and its recovery. But the third paragraph didn’t
seem to fit with the first two, and more importantly, didn’t seem to jive with what I knew about the OWM.

It’s at a point like this where most people would just shrug their shoulders and move on to the next, more
interesting topic, or in my case, should get back to the task at hand and continue writing my article, but….
did I tell you how much I like to procrastinate? So, I rationalize that it would only take a minute or two, tops,
to check-out the original Wikipedia page. So, it’s off I go surfing the Internet. Not having a direct link to the
Wikipedia page, I thought it would be interesting to Google-search “Old Woman Meteorite” just to see what
it would list (and I like to see their rankings). Yes, I realize that Google tailors the results to my personal
habits on my personal computer, meaning that if I frequent “fake news” websites, Google will rank these
fake news websites higher in my “results”. As it so happened, for me, the Wikipedia page for OWM was
ranked #1 of all the results.
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More to the point, the text on the Wikipedia OWM-page is the same as the text in the MPOD OWM-post, so
there is no misquote there.

But now my attention is drawn to the “reference” for the last (3rd) Wikipedia paragraph. The reference for
this last paragraph wasn’t included on the MPOD post. For some reason this last paragraph has its own
reference. When I checked the Wikipedia page “history“, I found that this 3rd paragraph and reference (#2)
were added on “19 December 2013” (eight years after this OWM Wikipedia page was started). Since then,
this late addition has been revised numerous times for various reasons. Here is the added paragraph in its
original text:

(quote) It was discovered by 3 miners who then staked a legal claim. The claim was ignored and the meteor
was confiscated by the US Government department of BLM. [2] (unquote)

I will explain later why these two sentences are totally inaccurate.

And here is the link to the reference for the last paragraph:

“Ref. 2) http://www.dustyway.com/2007/10/battle-for-old-woman-meteorite.html” – –
That link leads me to the “Desert Explorer” website which is a personal blog for a gentleman with the
Internet moniker, Dusty Road. This particular edition is titled: “BATTLE FOR THE OLD WOMAN
METEORITE” (Monday, October 01, 2007), which was an attempt to make the legal battle over the OWM
somehow interesting. Actually, I agree with the blogger. It is an interesting story. But the point I want to
make here is that nothing in this blog supports the statement in the third paragraph of the OWM Wikipedia
page that “the BLM confiscated the meteorite”!

After reading this blog it left me wanting to know more details, especially where the author writes, “I don’t
know why the finders contacted the Smithsonian Institute”, or this, “To my knowledge nothing was ever
published”, and “I don’t know if the miners ever got a finders fee out of the deal”. Yet, I was able to get
answers to those questions quickly by simply doing a Google search. (I forgot to mention that this blog does
not list any references.) Now in the author’s defense his blog which was written in 2007 (and six years later
it was used as the reference) does starts with this disclaimer: “Now I have tried as best I can to be factual
but sometimes you hate to let facts get in the way of a good yarn.”

Nowadays you have to constantly ask questions, because everything needs to be questioned. Hopefully
you are asking yourself this question: “Why in the world would this blog be considered an adequate
reference for a Wikipedia stub? Isn’t there a better source that can be referenced?” And the answer is,
YES, there definitely is a better source! (I’ll divulge what I found, but I first want to make the point that it was
easier to find a “better source” just by doing a simple Google search than it was to dig-up that “Desert
Explorer” blog.) Now you are probably asking yourself, “Why isn’t this ‘better source’ being used as a
reference”? To answer that I need to digress and explain the meaning of this new term, “post-truth“.

We are currently living in the “Post-truth Era“, and probably have been for some time. The phrase “Post-
truth” has been deemed “the 2016 Word of the Year”. It is defined by Oxford Dictionary as, “Relating to or
denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to
emotion and personal belief”. In other words (shortened to fit a Twitter message): Post-truth = we don’t
need no stinkin’ facts!

The answer to the question, “Why wasn’t the ‘best source’ used as a reference on the OWM Wikipedia
stub”, is because the facts in that source don’t coincide with the personal beliefs of individual authors who
have an emotional investment with the generally-accepted story about the Old Woman Meteorite. That
story being a popular tale about some very relatable protagonists (prospectors) who are swindled out of
their treasure by a huge, monolithic antagonist – THE Biggest Antagonist of All Time – the federal
government. But if there would be a solid source of information that would possibly contradict any of those
closely-held “facts”, why would you ever be inclined to reference that source and risk watering-down such a
great story?

The flip-side of “post-truth” is that even when those commonly-held assumptions are revealed to be false
because they were based on a misconception, it still doesn’t make a difference. The typical response has
been to discount facts, or worse, attack with disinformation until all that’s left is uncertainty. Truth is held
under suspicion. This leads people to abandoning facts and opting for whatever they collectively feel has
more “truthiness”. And that is where the real problem lies for all of us.

If I have to explain what I mean by that, then you haven’t been paying close attention to current events.

It means that if a culture or society is infected with post-truth it is made vulnerable. The commonly-held
values that bind a society are like armor that shields a culture from their enemy’s efforts to bring it down. A
post-truth society is one that has a kink in its armor. This vulnerability is susceptible to the weapon of
disinformation, which an enemy can use to drive a wedge internally into that society.
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Our enemy may no longer boast that one day they will bury us, but they will certainly consider it “mission
accomplished” if they can get us to drag ourselves down to their level. And with the weapon of
disinformation, they can accomplish that without firing a shot. [1]

Okay, it’s past time to divulge the best source of reference information on the OWM. The defining document
is a 2012 paper published in
Meteoritics & Planetary Science (M&PS 47, Nr 5) entitled, “The Old Woman, California, IIAB iron
meteorite“. It was written by Howard Plotkin, Roy S. Clark, Jr., Tim McCoy, and Catherine Corrigan.
Yes, I know the first author is from the philosophy department of a Canadian university, and,
Yes, I know all the other authors are from the Smithsonian Institute, so,
Yes, I know this is obviously written from a “Smithsonian” aspect, but,
this is a very fairly-balanced account of the history of the Old Woman Meteorite. So, don’t be a fact-hater,
and read this paper for yourself. You will find there were a lot of people involved in this story. Not Big
Government, but just individuals. Some individuals were government employees and they may have
assumed a greater authority than was their station, but there were also individuals who were at the highest
level of federal government who fought bureaucracy and succeeded in bringing fairness to the public they
served.

The Old Woman Meteorite found in March 1976. These are the U.S. Marines attempting to air-lift the iron
meteorite.
Photo courtesy of Smithsonian Institute Archives (1977).

The late Roy Clarke Jr. (left) and Tim Rose preparing to saw the big cut at the Smithsonian Institute. The
first (1979), smaller cut can just barely be seen on the right side of the iron.
Photo courtesy of Smithsonian Institute Archives (1980).
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The Old Woman Meteorite at the Desert Discovery Center in Barstow, CA. This is the smaller, first cut
surface – Showing a subtle etch pattern.
Image taken by author in 2002.

Back in 1977, while the courts were deciding the variety of suits regarding the OWM, various parties with a
vested interest in keeping the OWM in California realized that, regardless of court decisions, it would still be
the Secretary of the Department of the Interior that would be a crucial player in the final disposition of the
meteorite. They sent letters to the Secretary expressing their concerns and disputed the applicability of the
Antiquities Act to meteorites…. [following text is a direct quote from the Plotkin (2012) paper]:

Pressure was also brought to bear upon Cecil Andrus, the Secretary of the Department of the Interior.  On
July 12, the Secretary for Resources for the State of California wrote Andrus acknowledging
‘‘the probable legitimacy of the ownership claim of the United States,’’ but claiming that the Antiquities Act,
‘‘if applicable at all to meteorites, clearly allows the display of the Meteorite in ANY public museum.’’
He therefore suggested that Andrus find an arrangement whereby the Smithsonian retained its ownership
interest in the meteorite, but allowed it to go on permanent display in the Los Angeles County Museum of
Natural History (Johnson 1977).
Reference:
Johnson H. D. 1977. Letter to C. A. Andrus, July 12, SIA, RU329, Box 108.

During that same month…. [another paragraph of text lifted from the Plotkin (2012) paper]:

During the time that the matter was before the court, the San Bernardino County Museum sent Andrus a
letter similar to the one he had received from the Secretary for Resources for the State of California,
requesting him to reconsider the decision to place the meteorite in the Smithsonian, and allow it to be
permanently housed in the San Bernardino museum. On July 28, Senator Alan Cranston wrote a strong
letter to Andrus, disputing that the Antiquities Act was a viable legal basis for the federal ‘‘seizure’’ of the
meteorite, and suggesting that its removal was ‘‘an affront to common courtesy and to the desires of
countless Californians and others in the West to retain custody of the meteorite …’’

He requested that if the court ruled that the U.S. did have legal title to the meteorite, Andrus should
‘‘forgo exercising that right and agree to permit the Old Woman meteorite to remain in California with an
appropriate museaum [sic] or scientific institution’’ (Cranston 1977).
Reference:
Cranston A. 1977. Letter to C. A. Andrus, July 28, RSC Papers.

In August of 1977, Judge Whelan signed an order dismissing the suit brought about by the two finders (and
their business partner) of the Old Woman meteorite. The suit was dismissed with prejudice.
Judge Whelan’s ruling (coupled with the strong protests that I described above) quickly prompted a dramatic
move on the part of Secretary Andrus. On September 7th 1977, his office in Washington, D.C. dropped a
bombshell:

[quote ] ‘‘California will get to keep the Old Woman Meteorite.
Interior Secretary Cecil D. Andrus has decided to grant custody of the three-ton rock to the state in which
it was found over a year ago, and has granted authorization to his Secretary of Interior to haul it back to
Washington D.C. for display in the Smithsonian Institution’’ (Norton 1977). [unquote]
Reference:
Norton O. R. 1977. “There was an old woman.” Lapidary Journal, January: 67.
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I find it ironic that the famously conservative Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater was instrumental in getting
the Department of Defense to bend their rules and to authorize the Marines to assist the Smithsonian
Institute in taking the OWM. Yet, it was the famously liberal California Senator Alan Cranston who was
instrumental in getting the federal bureaucracy (Department of Interior) to order the Smithsonian Institute to
relinquish the OWM and for it to be permanently displayed in California.

In any case, there is much more that I would like to write about the OWM story, but what I’ve tried to do
here is to show the extent of involvement of the BLM in this story, and as you can see, it is very minimal.
All that the BLM did was to house the OWM in one of their offices in California. They didn’t confiscate the
OWM.
All that the BLM’s boss (Secretary Andrus) did was to ensure that OWM would be permanently displayed in
California.

It’s not that I’m concerned about the BLM being the scapegoat in this story. I feel that the BLM is given too
much credit for being an all-powerful government agency, which they aren’t. But what I am very concerned
about are individual government employees taking advantage of a misconception and assuming more power
than they are authorized.

Having read the Plotkin paper and studied the references to recorded facts, I have found that there are
some misconceptions, and even though they may be small ones, I feel they need our immediate attention.
Below, is my version of a paragraph (and its reference – to documented facts) that I would prefer to see
included on the Wikipedia page for the Old Woman Meteorite:

“The iron meteorite was discovered by 2 prospectors. They (along with a third partner) filed a
placer claim on the area where the meteorite was found resting. The Smithsonian Institute disputed
their claim of ownership of the meteorite. The 3 claim-stakers filed a suit and all parties went to
court. The Smithsonian Institute went forward with moving the meteorite off of the mountain with
the help of the U.S. Marine Corps, and it was trucked to a Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
facility where it was retained during the lengthy court battles.  After the courts ruled in favor of the
U.S. Government, the Secretary of the Interior decreed that, although the Smithsonian was the
legally designated curator of the public’s meteorite, it will be placed on long-term loan and
displayed in California. [2]

[2] Howard PLOTKIN (2012), “The Old Woman, California, IIAB iron meteorite”
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1945-5100.2012.01348.x/pdf“

I tried to keep my version of the last paragraph as short as possible, but the story of the Old Woman
Meteorite is a story of a long and complicated legal battle. I hope you like my post-post-truth version.
Just doing my part, in some small way, to make America great again.

Now that’s over, I can stop procrastinating and get back to writing my “Bob’s Bulletin” which will now have
to become another article for later this year.

References:

[1] Putin’s Real Long Game,
by Molly K. McKew, Politico Magazine, January 01, 2017

Subtitle: The world order we know is already over, and Russia is moving fast to grab the advantage. Can
Trump figure out the new war in time to win it?
[quote]
Information warfare is not about creating an alternate truth, but eroding our basic ability to distinguish truth
at all. It is not “propaganda” as we’ve come to think of it, but the less obvious techniques known in Russia
as “active measures” and “reflexive control”. Both are designed to make us, the targets, act against our
own best interests. [unquote]

[2] Howard PLOTKIN (2012), “The Old Woman, California, IIAB iron meteorite“, in Meteoritics & Planetary
Science 47, Nr 5, 929–946 (2012)
Table 1. Abbreviated chronology of important dates in the Old Woman meteorite controversy, 1976–1980
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Another look at DaG 1040 CV3
John Kashuba

Five years ago we took a general look at DaG 1040 and last March the subject was its metal content.
Recently I got to look at two new thin sections of this meteorite and I am intrigued again by its variety of
features and textures.

The first five photos below survey the striking difference between two neighboring barred chondrules. Their
proportions are similar but their sizes are quite different, especially the apparent thicknesses of their bars.

This is a view in crossed polarized light of an eight millimeter wide portion of a thin section of DaG 1040, a
somewhat odd CV3 meteorite. The left side was ground and polished a bit thinner than the standard
thickness. The two gray clouds at the top are CAI, calcium-aluminum rich inclusions. We will take a closer
look at two barred chondrules seen here. At the lower right is a large red, orange and blue BO chondrule, a
component of a larger feature. A much smaller white barred chondrule is attached to some bright red grains a
little below the left CAI.
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This is that white BO chondrule up close. This view is only 0.4 mm wide. DaG 1040 CV3 xpl.
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The other, the colorful BO chondrule, is much larger and shows well in this 3.1 mm wide view. DaG 1040
CV3 xpl.
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The left interior of the larger BO chondrule at the same scale as the close-up of the white one. Field of view
is 0.4mm wide. DaG 1040 CV3 xpl.
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Side by side. Bars are very different.
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Chondrule with a delicate, fine grained rim. FOV=1.5mm. DaG 1040 CV3 xpl.
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Chondrule rimmed with large olivine crystals. FOV=3.1mm. DaG 1040 CV3 xpl.
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Deformed (crashed?) chondrule containing metal and other opaques. Note brown rust staining. FOV=3.1mm.
DaG 1040 CV3 oblique incident light.
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Same chondrule in xpl.
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FOV=3.1mm. DaG 1040 CV3 xpl.
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Several chondrules with glass-clear (though crystalline) mineral grains. FOV=3.1mm. DaG 1040 CV3 xpl.
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Closer. FOV=0.8mm. DaG 1040 CV3 xpl.
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The perfect polish on the thin section makes these views possible.
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The Futrell 458.3 gm Hainan Muong Nong: Seventh Sojourn
Norm Lehrman

Seventh attempt to write this piece? Why?

The late Darryl Futrell, one of the greatest tektite aficionados of all time, was well-known for his belief that
Muong Nong-type layered tektites held the keys to the kingdom of tektite mysteries, In his failing years, he
sold off his world-class tektite collection in successive waves to help cover his medical bills. In the end, he
became fully blind. But still, he retained crates and boxes and drawers and bins of tektites of all sorts
including some of his favorite pieces. It was my privilege to catalog, appraise, and eventually broker (to a
new museum), the collection he held back until the end. I never met him, but I feel I know him very well. We
could’ve been dear friends. We would’ve had great fun discussing this fabulous Muong Nong!

Figure 1 Breadcrust or Alligator-skin
shrinkage cracks signal the surface of a
welded ash cooling unit. Note the fractured
knob at the top, just left of center. On the
significance scale, this is huge.

I asked for, and kept, only one stone from the many thousands in his final collection. A 458.3 gram palm-
sized layered tektite with deep bread crust-shrinkage cracks—a sharp crocodile-skin texture—, the most
unique that I saw in his many hundreds of pounds of Muong Nong “keepers”, (and you must remember, he
was perhaps the greatest lover of Muong Nongs ever). See figure 1. Layered tektites are well-known for
their blocky fragmental character. It is rare to see remnants of primary external morphological character of
any sort, but this one has skin!. I always considered this a superb and interesting specimen, but it was only
now, as I began to write this article, that I began to grasp the story it has to tell. Futrell was quite right in his
belief that Muong Nongs offer important insights.

There is not space in this forum to write the book that is now needed. Why is this my Seventh Sojourn—my
seventh attempt to get this story on paper? Every time I consider this rock, more ends connect and I find it
impossible to write of any detail without expanding into some whole new quantum universe of thought.
Every draft spirals out of control. Even now, I need to apologize both to my readers and my references. Of
necessity, I have had to forego formal source citations and a great deal of supportive detail. Initially, the
story and the images expanded to include clues from all of the Muong Nongs in our collection. Truly, a book
should be written. But this story started with a single special rock, and in the end, I have returned to that
centerpiece to find my muse.

As my fingertips explore this piece, I feel I am wearing the spirit gloves of Futrell. I am certain that this very
stone, was explored by his fingertips. I imagine his presence as I study this specimen. On that stone our
fingers touched across time and the torch passed.

It falls to me to relate the story of this stone. The discussion that follows draws freely from a great deal of
published research and also took inspiration from many years of geological fieldwork in the extensive
welded ashflows of the great “ignimbrite flare-up” of the American Great Basin country. I find in the latter
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unambiguous parallels and insight.

With that, the story opens. Some 780,000 years ago there was a cosmic event quite unlike anything
mankind has experienced (unless we include Homo erectus, who was on hand for this catastrophe). There
was a shower of bolides, probably cometary fragments, that streamed into the earth (or, more properly, into
earth’s atmosphere). Over the course of a few hours, a train of gravitationally-fragmented cometoids,
something like 20 or 30 pieces ( and maybe as many as a hundred), was intersected by earth. This shotgun
blast of structurally weak bolides triggered a series of great aerial bursts. There were few if any cratering
events, as very little material had sufficient cohesion to penetrate earth’s atmosphere to reach the ground.
But there was unthinkable energy to dissipate, which in this case would take the form of searing white-hot
fireballs mushrooming into deep sky from explosions that make our 100 kilotonne bunker-buster bombs look
like baby’s toys. Magma-hot glassy ash settled in gusting layers at quieter spots in the deep turbulence.

Figure 2: Upside down basal vitrophyre, At
the base of a welded ash, there is a region
where the collective internal heat and
weight of the overlying ash is felt most
acutely. If temperatures permit, a dense ,
resinous-lustered, shrinkage-cracked glass
forms.

As the dune of frothing particulates vacuumed from the face of the earth by the first aerial burst gradually
deflated into bubbly glass, shrinking and cracking like bread crust, a basal vitrophyre formed, precisely
analogous to features commonly seen at the base of volcanic welded ashflow tuffs. Together, the surficial
bread crust layer, a variably welded vesicular interior zone, and the basal vitrophyre compose a cooling
unit, in the case of the Futrell 458.3 gram Hainan Muong Nong, about 2 inches in thickness (see figure 4).

The presence of a distinctive basal vitrophyre is highly significant, as it implies an adequate residual heat
budget within the ash layer itself to achieve dense welding and out gassing. This was not a surface deposit
fused from the top down by a blistering overhead explosion although that may have played a role in the
fining of the surface layer and the slumping folds often seen in Muong Nongs. The basal vitrophyre indicates
a location that received direct and local fallout from an aerial burst. The ash consisted of fragmented
magma that welded and deflated into semi-liquid behavior by merit of internal residual heat when it came to
rest. The layering represents sedimentary accumulation, not viscous flow-banding, although in cases of
advanced welding, the sedimentary layers were exploited by flowage. Muong Nongs formed in the
immediate vicinity of the responsible heating event, probably directly below the aerial burst.

Herein are the seeds of a most important insight. The known distribution of Muong Nong layered tektites
within the Australasian field has a heartland about 1100 km X 800 km, covering parts of Vietnam, Laos
Thailand, and Cambodia. Although oceans confuse the view, there appear to be isolated populations in the
Philippines and on Hainan Island, China (the source of the Futrell specimen here described). While there
are several examples of tightly clustered finding localities in areas some 30-40 km in diameter, a great
many of the reported sites are separated from their nearest neighbors by 50 to 100 kms or further. I believe
that each of these localities corresponds to the location of one or more distinct aerial bursts.

It should also be pointed out that these rocks were not ejected into their present locations by a single deep
cratering event. (It is not strange that we have been unable to identify a source crater for the 780,000 year
Australasian tektite event. There isn’t one). The key inference is offered by the isotope 10Be. Tektites are
relatively enriched in the beryllium-10 isotope, which is formed by cosmic ray bombardment and on earth is
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largely limited to the upper meter of soil where it collects as it washes out of the atmosphere. It decays
radioactively such that it is undetectable after about 10 million years on earth. A crater blasted into bedrock
over 10 million years old would produce ejecta devoid of any measurable 10Be.

The 10Be-rich raw material for tektites (of all types) is found in and restricted to surface soils! Not
exclusively soils, but soils in large enough proportion to donate measurable 10Be to the impactites formed.
The chemistry does indicate compositional variations consistent with mixing of two materials, presumable
surficial soils and shallow underlying bedrock. The presence of coesite, a high-pressure polymorph of
quartz, in a minor percentage of tektites does indicate some contributions from cratering, but it is most
consistent with the chemical data to picture a massive aerial burst that vacuumed loessitic soils and limited
underlying bedrock into a billowing fireball mushroom cloud. Chemistry also indicates systematic geographic
zonation in Muong Nongs, more like compositions related to regional patterns of soil types, not some
singular source.

Figure 3: In this view, my finger is resting
on the breadcrusted surface. The little
automobile-shaped protrusion challenging
my finger consists of dense resinous glass
with upward closing shrinkage cracks, a
remnant of the basal vitrophyre of a
younger event!

But we are getting ahead of the story in Futrell’s rock. Fused onto the bread-crusted surface of the
specimen is a little knob of dense, low-vesicularity resinous-lustered glass with upward closing shrinkage
cracks. It may be a small bit, but it is huge in significance. It is a fragment of the basal vitrophyre of a
second cooling unit! After the first layer formed, there was sufficient time for welding, out gassing, and
shrinkage to form the alligator-skin crust seen in figure 1. Then another layer arrived! The stone itself
presents direct and unequivocal evidence of two aerial bursts. This is consistent with the immense
geographic distribution of Muong Nongs which requires not one, but a constellation of impactors. As I scan
the map, I see on the order of 30 localities which I believe to represent discrete events, not counting
impacts in the Philippines or in the oceans! The Futrell stone indicates two aerial burst fireball events
affecting the same target area on Hainan Island, probably at least tens of minutes if not hours apart,
presumably the product of neighboring cometary fragments following one after the other on the same
trajectory. Given that such multiple impacts are to be expected if the individual bolides resulted from the
disruption of a single cometary body, as well as the large areas of open ocean in the target region, it is not
a stretch to expand my 30 localities into upwards of a hundred aerial burst events.

So the vision of a very large Tunguska-like aerial burst morphs into visions of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9
versus Jupiter. It is easy, given our earth-centered frame of reference to imagine that those flashes we
saw when the comet fragments streamed into Jupiter were monstrous impact explosions, (which they were,
but not impacts on a terrestrial surface). Jupiter is gaseous. Everything that happened there was in the
“sky”. Those flashes were aerial bursts that were significant events at the scale of planet Jupiter!

If earth encountered even a tiny version of Shoemaker-Levy 9 in the deep past, how would we know? What
would we seek as evidence in the geological record?

There is strong agreement that a great many cometary bodies are structurally weak and can be tugged into
pieces by gravitational forces even in deep space. Shoemaker-Levy 9 was torn asunder into a trail of
fragments by the acceleration of Jupiter’s gravity. If we are seeking evidence of cometary (or subcometary)
aerial burst events, Muong Nongs take center stage. Darryl would be thrilled.
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Whatever hit our planet 780,000 years ago wasn’t a planet killer (I am betting a Shoemaker-Levy 9
would’ve taken us out without much drama.) I envision a full spectrum of sizes of cometary bodies (or their
fragments) with varying densities traveling their foreordained paths through the deeps. We were lucky to
get one that sprinkled debris over a third of the earth without any known lasting damage.

Here is the vision elaborated from the Futrell stone:

There came a rushing light so bright that closed eyelids gave no relief! It was silent as it grew in burning
intensity, for it far outran the sound of its coming. It sprayed into arcing strands, subdividing like a long
trailing firework. Then the first pieces encountered the denser atmosphere and there was near-instant
conversion of cosmic speed into an intense flash of heat and light and shock. A blinding fireball of
indescribable strength billowed into the heavens vacuuming the face of the underlying earth with mighty
winds, spinning like clustered tornadoes. All the loose soil and a fair depth into the underlying bedrock was
sucked directly into the heart of the inferno, where the beast was drawing its deepest breaths.

Expanding volatiles fragmented the resulting fully molten glass particles which swirled entrained in the
blistering turbulence until sprinkled to earth at some calmer harbor in the storm. There, the fragments
resumed their liquid state and fused together into a foaming froth and, ultimately in advanced cases, into
dense glass, revealing its layered history only along chilled edges. A centimeter in, a polished sawcut
etched with HF reveals little or nothing of the layering in the most densely welded Muong Nongs.

The train of cometoid fragments streamed earthwards, each terminating with the billowing fireball of an
aerial burst, something like a swarm of near-simultaneous Tunguskas and larger, spread in a shotgun
pattern over a region a couple thousand kilometers across.

I am still unsure where the splashform tektites enter the story. That is for another time, but the Muongs
Nongs tell a story like that of Shoemaker-Levy 9. The target area was in eastern Thailand and southern
Laos, but there were aerial bursts as far as Hainan to the northeast and the Philippines to the southeast. It
is time to quit talking about the missing crater. There isn’t one. There are probably some little ones, but
whenever investigated, researchers conclude early on (and correctly) that suspect crater x was not of
sufficient size to account for the calculated volume of tektites spread from southern China to Antarctica.
“This cannot be the source.” Indeed, one crater cannot be the source.

The vision, through eyeglasses of 10Be, shows a radiating and branching sunburst of great fingers of
plasma buzzing across the face of the earth below the aerial burst, ripping up contrails of soil and shallow
bedrock, feeding it to the great mushroom in the sky.

I think that the sub-cometary fragment constellation approached from the northwest and the majority of the
aerial bursts centered on the border region of eastern Thailand and southern Laos (where the village of
Muong Nong is memorialized in the name of the layered tektites found there). Outlier bolides apparently
impacted Hainan Island, the Philippines—and maybe even coeval Belize?



Figure 4: Side view of the Hainan Muong Nong cooling unit with its shrinkage cracked basal vitrophyre,
variably welded vesicular interior and, beneath my fingers, the breadcrusted skin. The dark patch below the
first joint of my finger is the adhering part of an overlying cooling unit featured in figure 3.

For those who may wish to pursue the subject further, I recommend two references in particular:

Wasson, J.T., 2003, Large aerial bursts: An important class of terrestrial accretionary events,
Astrobiology, v.3 No.1, pp. 163-179

Schnetzler, C.C., 1992, Mechanism of Muong-Nong-type tektite formation and speculation on the source of
Australasian tektites, Meteoritics 27, pp. 154-165
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Bolivia Meteorite Adventure
Gregory M Hupé

On November 20, 2016 a massive meteorite event took place over Aiquile, Bolivia at approximately 5:00
p.m. local time. While still daylight, Quechua Indian eyewitnesses saw ‘corkscrew’ smoke trails and heard
‘whooshing’ noises followed by sonic booms and then stones literally falling at their feet!

Greg and Mike went to Aiquile to hunt for meteorites and attempt to acquire stones from the inhabitants.
Things didn’t quite work out that way…

Welcome to Aiquile Bolivia.
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Possibly the main mass, an approximately 35-kilogram impactor.
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Town Square in center of Aiquile.
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Charango guitar with caballero and bull sculpture in the town square.

It would take us over two weeks after the fall to fly to Bolivia due to Mike’s yearly show commitment in
Japan. Just 24 hours at home after returning from the show, Mike flew to Florida to meet me. On December
8th we began our journey to South America from Miami. Our travels would take us by air to Aiquile by way
of La Paz and then on to Cochabamba, then to Aiquile by private hire. With no sleep for over 30 hours of
travel from home to the dusty town near the strewnfield, we were exhausted but too excited to rest. We
went right to work meeting with fellow meteorite hunter, Dario Ruiz, who had been there for two weeks. He
introduced us to individuals about hunting for meteorites or buying some, but our hopes were quickly
dampened by the news of the town’s government putting up road blocks to deny access to the strewnfield. It
turns out that the officials were confiscating stones from the Quechua finders which put them in a panic and
afraid to talk to outsiders. Things quickly became complicated.
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Dario, Mike and Greg in Aiquile.
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View looking up the Aiquile strewnfield from the Quechua trail.
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Cactus are a common beauty in the strewnfield.

We realized we were not going to be able to hunt for stones ourselves without the threat of arrest, or far
worse, physical harm from protective villagers we were told may use force to stop outsiders from hunting.
Knowing this, we immediately went to ‘Plan B’ and were granted secret meetings with owners of pieces
from the fall. To our thrill and amazement, we were able to see several stones ranging from small broken
fragments to large kilo-sized pieces. Throughout the 48-hours we were on site we were told of several large
pieces included a 50-kilo ‘Puzzle Stone’ which we believe to be just rumor as is consistent with most falls.
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Reflecting upon a fresh meteorite.
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100-plus gram fragment.
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Same 100-gram fragment displaying ‘Slickensides’.
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Interior indicating a shocked high metal H Chondrite.

On our second day we had an early start with a scheduled meeting to see some stones, but being on
‘Bolivia time’ we sat for several hours waiting, waiting and waiting some more. To keep us from leaving and
going to other contacts, our new friend entertained us with some guitar play dressed in his caballero ranch
clothing made of javelina, lama and other durable animal skins. Aiquile is known as the ‘Capitol of Charango’
(guitar) where the guitar is manufactured. It was nice to enjoy this flavor of music high in the mountain
village.
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Local Quechua playing a Charango guitar.

Click for video of the music of
Bolivian friendship:
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Newly fallen meteorite with Charango guitar.

Noon was soon upon us with nobody bearing stones for us to consider so we walked down the street for
lunch and chose one of a few street vendors offering potatoes and sausage. We ventured to the local
market and town square for a little tourism while we were there. The meal was very tasty and the
sightseeing was nice but we were eager to get back to work.
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Quechua offering an assortment of foods.
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Aiquile market stocked with fresh fruits.
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Coca leaves, a staple of high altitude living.
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Grandmother and granddaughter enjoying an afternoon in town square.

Approaching our meeting place to see the stones we noticed two out-of-place characters on brand new
mountain bikes looking our way and pointing a cell phone towards our direction and acting like tourists. We
knew immediately they must be government officials with their shiny bikes, mirror sunglasses and new
clothing. And we thought WE stood out in the crowd! Most Quechua don’t own bicycles in this town, and if
they did they would be very old and worn out. Entering the hotel meeting place we were led to a wall where
we were informed that a notice was hastily taped on the wall in the darkness of night. It was a new ‘law’, or
heavy suggestion as we surmised, that encouraged locals to hand over their finds and forbid hunting for the
meteorite or the sale of them. This new ‘Declaration 69’ would be voted on in 60 days at which time it would
either become official law or be struck down.
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Young Quechua boy wearing chullo cap.
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Small Quechua girl shopping early at the market.
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Declaration 69 (Page 1).
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Declaration 69 (Page 2).

Not wanting to tempt fate and be accused of stealing meteorites or be set up by the ‘tourists’ on the
mountain bikes, we decided to cut our trip short and bug out early. We didn’t want to alert anyone of our
revised plans so we made new appointments for later that day and the next morning. After making
arrangements for an inconspicuous ‘escape’ we met with our driver who quickly loaded our small amount of
luggage and he made his way through back alleys away from prying eyes. He stopped by an out of town
gas station but did not pull in like normal but chose to park behind a large bush for concealment from the
cameras at these locations. We would later learn that some cars are stolen from Chile and utilized in small
villages in Bolivia without proper plates or registration after the right people are paid off. After filling the tank
from a gas can we were easily permitted to travel an old Quechua trail. The trail was a handmade
cobblestone road that threaded alongside treacherous mountains with hundreds of hairpin turns without
guardrails and lined with 1000-foot drop-offs. Many memorial markers lined the path indicating where many
souls met a terrifying death.
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Handmade Quechua cobblestone road leading towards the mountain pass.
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‘Highway to Hell’.
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One of many destroyed vehicles along the Quechua trail.

Click for video of our route on the ‘Death
Road’:

After six hours of a white knuckle and frightening ride utilizing five different vehicles, either for evasion from
possible followers meaning to do us harm or because of the ‘stolen car’ issue, we finally made it to safety in
Cochabamba. During our travels on the ‘Highway from Hell’, as we called it, we received word of meteorites
that were in Cochabamba that we could possibly acquire.
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Three fragments of the Aiquile meteorite.

Fresh 437-gram fragment displaying black fusion crust and impact markings.

We arrived at the pre-determined location and were escorted to a dimly lit corridor in a downtown room
without furniture. After much negotiation in Spanish between Mike and the owner, a few pieces were
purchased. The large stone was not to be had as the owner wanted to what amounted to the cost of a large
ranch. We left content with the few pieces we managed to get and took two different taxis to a hotel we
booked online while in route to the meeting. We took no chances of being set up or followed. Risk of false
imprisonment in South America is high so we had to constantly be on guard and switch plans on the spot.
‘Head on a swivel’ was the motto here. We managed to get a 2-hour power nap after changing our itinerary
back to the U.S. before we had to be at the airport to fly to La Paz.
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Mike standing next to fountain town square in Cochabamba.
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Greg in front of government building at town square.

Upon checking into yet another spur-of-the-moment hotel, we had a few hours for some sightseeing around
the neighborhood before getting rest before yet another 3:00 a.m. wake up call to catch a flight.
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Pedro Domingo Murillo Plaza in downtown La Paz.
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Christmas celebration at San Francisco Plaza.
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Quechua woman wearing traditional Bolo hat and attire adding color to downtown.

After departing La Paz, with a quick stop in Santa Cruz, we flew over the jungles of Brazil, Colombia and the
northern Caribbean coast over Barranquilla. Next was a narrow of emerald-colored sea that led us over
Jamaica and through central Cuba before delivering us to Miami.
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Flying over the jungles of Colombia.
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Leaving South American airspace over Barranquilla, Colombia.
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The emerald Caribbean seas embrace the island nation of Jamaica.

While most of the meteorites recovered from this fall were confiscated by the municipal government, some
of those will be put on public display in the local museum. This means that of the very few that were legally
obtained before any overnight laws potentially go into effect, very little will be available to the collecting
community. While we were prepared and had to bug out early due to a challenging and fluid situation, we
overcame the difficulties and returned home safely. The Bolivia meteorite adventure was a quick thrill ride
composed of; Excitement, Frustration, Disappointment, Danger, Reward and most importantly – A trip we
will not soon forget!
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Meteorite Times Magazine

SPACE ROCKS MAGAZINE
Paul Harris

After much thought I have decided to publish a new quarterly magazine about hunting, collecting, and the
science of rocks from outer space. I will not be accepting yearly subscription payments, only payments as
each individual issue is published and ready to mail out to the subscribers.

If you have any questions please send me a private message or contact me using the email listed below.
Your support is what will make this magazine a success for us all in the meteorite community.

Regards,

Michael Johnson
Editor-in-Chief, Space Rocks Magazine

November 2016 issue of SPACE ROCKS MAGAZINE
Click Magazine To Purchase

Please submit your article with photos to: spacerocksmagazine@gmail.com
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Meteorite Times Magazine

Twannberg Meteorite 936.5 grams. Iron, IIG
Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts
The Meteorite Picture of the Day.

Copyright Photo by Andreas Koppelt.

Andreas writes:

Twannberg Mass #TW611

The Twannberg meteorite is chemically a rare IIG iron and structurally a hexahedrite. Ongoing scientific
research shows that the Twannberg meteorite fell 200,000 years ago (+/- 20,000 years). In the absence of
a widmannstätten pattern, oxidation is rather moderate and shale is mostly present only on the surface of
the pieces; some pieces even showed delicate flowlines and original fusion crust.
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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